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ABSTRACT

A method for calculating a _omponent's deeign

survivability by incorporating f_nlte element analysis

and probabilistic material proper':ies was developed.

The method evaluates design param4tars through direct

comparisons of component survivability expressed in

terms of Weibull parameters. The a:_alyeis was applied

to a rotating disk with mounting bolt holes. The

highest probability of failure occurred at, or near,

the maximum shear stress region of the bolt holes.

Distribution of material failure as a function of

Weibull elope affects the probability of survival.

Where WeiDut_ parameters are unknown for a rotating

disk, _t m,my be permissible to assume WmiDull para-

meters, as well as the stress-life exponent, in order

to determine the effect of dlsk speed on the proba-

bility of survival.

_A_E_CLATURE
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Subscripts:
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INTRODUCTION

A key component in any structural design process

is establishing a minimum acceptable service life and

then determining the potential of component or struc-

tural failure before that minimum life is achieved.

Although components may be tested to failure tc d_ter-

mine their functional life, this method is certainly

impractical in terms Of time requirements, the _Iffi-

culty in simulating all possible loadin_ condition_,

and the expense involved in full-scale testing. Also,

early-stage designs generally undergo _uite • few

iterations until a final set of specifications is

formalized.

Many applications, especially in the aerospace

industry, include size and weight constraints. This

precludes utilizing life-enhancing design features,

such am ultraconservative safety factors, or using

stronger, but heavier, materials. In order to realize

the llghtest, meet compact design, components ere

purposely designed for finite life (i.e., expected

failure), with very high probability of survival

throughout the entire duty cycle. The moat efficient

system optration then involves regularly scheduled

component replacement, so that the predetermined t_me

between replacements _s only slightly shorter than the

anticipated life of the component.

Often, e_pirical-based design techniques are

employed for fatigue-tolerant designs. Although such

procedures may result _n su-cessful designs with

respect to fatigue conslderatlons, the deslgns will

probably r*ot D_ e|flcl_n_ w_th respect tO s*ze Ol



cost. also, the ufe of new materials without an expe-

rience data beau will pose a problem in making deelgn

decisions. For these reasons analytical-based life

design methodologies are required to predict component

life and survivability without the need for extensive

testing or field experience.

First-order life prediction methods are generally

based simply on yield and fatigue-limiting stresses.

Often, they do not account for geometry and size

effects, surface condition, duty cycles, end environ-

mental factors. The materiel life data are also fre-

quently misinterpreted. Stress-life curves are often

assumed to be completely deterministic when in fact

the stress-life data are presented as statistically

averaged values. Finally, most ILfe analyses are pri-

marily concerned with a few critical areas in the

component (i.e., the areas of highest stress). How-

ever, for designs with low stress gradients areas of

probable failure are not intuitively obvic,u8.

Finite-life component design requires a probabi-

llstic approach that couples operating life with an

expected rate of survival. Welbull (1939) demonstra-

ted a statistical analysis that was particularly

effective in describing experimental fatigue data.

Lundberg and Palmgren (1947) &pplied Weibull analy-

sis to contact-stress, high-cycle-fatigue bearing

problems. Crisaffe (1965) demonstrated the applica-

bility of a weiDull-based analysis to other types of

durability problems, loannides and Harris {19851 and

Zacetsky (1987) proposed s generalized Weibull-based

methodology for structural fatigue life prediction

based on a discrete-stressed-volume approach.

Zaretsky etal. (1989) coupled this methodology to a

stress field determined by finite element methods to

predict the llfe and reliability of a generic, rotat-

ing disk. They also demonstrated the applicability of

the methodology to the design process through para-

metric studies that showed component life sens_tlvl-

ties to such design varlables as dlsk diameter and

5h_cMness and bolt hole size, number, and ]ocatl0n.

Nemeth et el. (_990) developed a computer program for

guant;fylng reliability that is based on inherent

flaws found in ceramics. T,_e program calculates the

fast fracture relisbllity of mscroscopically isotropic

cer:,,,_c components. This method is also based on the

component's entire stress state, not 3ust the maximum

mtress point.

Although these methods allow the determination of

a total component llfe, it Is often necessary to exa,.-

_ne critical areas of the cumponent _n order to pre-

dict the probability cf )ocai failure. In this manner

designs could potentially be optimized away from Known

critical areas through appropriate sxz_ng. Therefore,

the o[3ectlvss of th_s investigation are (i) to extend

the method of Zaretsky (1987) to allow for calculating

the local probability of failure w_th_n any compc-

nent's stressed volume as well as within the entlr_

component and (2) to demonstrate the technique on a

generic disk Dy exam_nlng the sensltlvlty of stressed-

volume survlvabil_ty to uncertainties in the mater_al

propertles.

stress cycles and survivability into Weibull coordi-

nates is given by the equation

1
In In - = • In (L-L,) - e In L o (1)
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where 5 _s statistical fraction of specimens that

survive a given number of stress cycles, e is the

Weibull slope, L ia stress cycles to failure, L is

stress cycles where all specimens survive, and Lo

is stress cycles where 37.7 percent of specimens sur-

vive. This is referred to as a three-parameter

Weibull equation. A two-parameter Weibull equation is

obtained by setting L = O. The Weibull slope pro-
u

vides an indication of the scatter of the statistical

properties, with e = i, 2, or 3.57 being representa-

tive of exponential, Raylelgh, and Guass_an distribu-

tions, respectively.

The number of stress cycles to failure at a g;ven

stress level can be related to stress cycles to fall-

ure at _ new stress level by the equation

7a " (2)

where L is the known life at stress level 7 , and

c is the stress-life exponent obtained from coupon

testing. Welbull (1939, 1951) expressed the F vbabll-

ity of survival as

i n " T cL'V

S

where i" :s the _tressed component volume. B)" u_ir,q

Eq. (3), the slz_ effects on survivab11:ty f_,r equally

stressed volumes can be expressed as

S"_ 'a
5 r -
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Afte_ component i_fe and survlvabll_ty have £een

ad3usted On the bas_s of stress levels and stressor

volume, all other combinations of life an(" survivab_l-

sty can be calculated. This sllo,_s val_d comparison

of relatlve component life st equal survlvaD_l_y >:"

relative component survivability at equal l_:e.

Uslng Eqs. (i) to (3), Zaretsky (19871 devel.pee

an expression for predlct_ng llfe at a g_er, s,_z'v_va-

bil_ty of a stressed component b relative to the

known llfe of a stressed component a:

Th_s equation glves the component's life relat.'.'e t_

a;*othe! s_mllar component when both hav_ the sani_

surv*vablllt¥. The system l_fs can the_ be c61c_ia.ed

from the _ndzvldual component llves as fc.!i©ws:

ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY

Statistical Failure Theor_

Expet imental fatigue data can often be plotted as

a straight llne on Weibull probability paper. For a

constant stress level the number of stress cycles to

failure (i.e., llfe) is plotted oD the abscissa. The

percentile of specimens that survive st a given llfe

is plotted on the ordinate. The transformation of

whe_s i is the tutal system :re _nC L is the

component life (Zaretsky, 1987). Zaretsk}'s meth_.d

can be extended further to examine relative compor_nt

surv_vsbll_ty at equal llfe. This is given hy

;r

S_ - 5

i



Equation (7) can be used to identify critical fatigue

components within a system end to optlmlze noncritical

ones. Because a minimum life is required of all com-

ponents in the system, individual component surviva-

bility at that ii£q can be assessed relative to a

predetermined critical component. In this manner,

components whose survivability is judged to be too low

can be redesigned for greater survivability. Also,

components whose survivability is much greater than

that of the critical component can be redesigned for

smaller size or lower weight while still ma_ntain£ng

adequate protection against failure.

Finally, the component's survi:ability is equal

to the product of all the elements' survivabilities:

(8)

IncorDoratin_ Finite Element Analysis

The methodology Oust described can easily be

incorporated into the finite element method to deter-

mine the life and survivability of a structural compo-

nent. The entire component is analogous to a system.

The finite element model of the component discretizes

its geometry into elemental volumes. These elements

are considered to be the base members of the "system."

The t_me to crack initiation for each element is cal-

culat,_d from the elemental stress levels and volume as

descr bed previously to determine the component's

incipient failure time. Elemental survivability is

also calculated to find areas that have either too low

survivability or are overdesigned.

A relative comparison approach is used in this

methodology. A critical element _, _hu model is

selected on the basis of a maximum stress state. The

selected stress failure criterion can be based on the

material used in the component. If no fatigue data

are available, the stressed element can be arbitrarily

asslg_%ed a life and a survivability tMat is used to

normalize the llfe and survivability of the other ele-

ments. Th_s approach allows easy, qualitative compar-

zsoPs between designs. Also, only one set of coupon

fatigue beets at operating temperatures is necessary

to f_x the Weibull parameters and to establish

quantitative component lives if the stress-llfe

exponent of the material is already known. However,

If the stress-life exponent is not known, at least two

additional sets of coupon fatigue tests will be

necessary.

A methodology for predicting elemental surviva-

b_llty st e fixed life is illustrated in Fig. i. The

critical element's life and survivability is set at

unity and 90 percent, respectively (point i). This Is

the analysis point to which all the other elements'

lives and survivability will be referenced. Other

dealgns can also be referenced to this point by using

the same crltical volume and stress. The expected

@urvlvabillty at any number of mtre_s cycles can be

determined by using Eq. (1). This is shown in the

figure by drawing a lzHe through the reference point

with a slop equal to e, the material's Weibull

slope.

Next, an element's _urv_vabzllty is adjusted

based strictly On volume effects by using Eq. (4)

(point 2). This ad]ustment is do_s independently of

the stress levels. Because stress is not involved,

elemental llfe za not affected, and the adjustment

results in purely vertical displacement from the

reference point. In the example shown, the second

element's volume is greater than the critical volume

and contaims more potentiaA crack initiation sites.

Therefore, the adjusted survivabil_ty is lower.

The element's iLfe is then adjusted strictly on

the basis of elemental stress relative to the critical

stress by using Eq. (2, (point 3). This adjustment is

done independently of volume considerations. Conse-

quently, elemental survivability is not affected, end

the life adjustment results in purely horizontal dim-

placement at constant survivability. In the example

shown, the second element'm stress is lower than the

critical stress. Therefore, its life is greater and

shifts to the right.

A new material Weibull line is now drawn through

the adjusted life/survzv8bility point. Because the

compared element's material is the same am the criti-

cal element's material, the line is drawn parallel to

the original line. However, if th% elements had dis-

similar materlals, the new line would be drawn with

the new Weibull slope. Thus, design_ incorporating

different materials can be compared with respect to

survivability.

By using Eq. (7), the compared elel_ent's surviv-

ability is adjusted once more to the critical ele-

ment's assigned life of unity (point 4). Thit_ _J_e

the displacement i8 along the Weibull line and glves

the survivability of an element relative tc the crlti-

cal element, with both elen_nts h_vzng the sam_ llfe.

Repeating this procedure for all the elements in the

finite element model gives the su_,.,vab_lity for any

section of the design at any time.

It shou}d he mentioned that _lum_-_c:_ eleme_

tal survivability will be somewhat in_luenceo by the

finite element mesh, especially _th components th,t

experience fairly uniform stress. Fo_ this case

volumetric ratios will have more e_fect on elemental

survivability. For components with nonunafozm stress

distributions, exponential stress zeeic_ will have

more influence on elemental sur,,ivabll_ty. For th_

case the methodology complements traditional finite

element modeling ph_losophy, in that high-street-

gradient areas should be modeled with smaller ele-

ments. In this way szzlng effects a!-e mlnlm_zed, irl

both cases an adaptive meshing technique could be used

to explic_t?y optimize the finite element model sizing

and to implicitly minimize the mesh size effects on

elemental survivability. From Eqs. (4) and (8) _t

can be shown that component survivability remains

inaffected by the individual element mesh.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Parametric analytical studies were conducted to

calculate speed effects on the survlvablllty of a

generic disk and to examine the probabilistlc effects

of material properties on disk sur, lvabillty. The

generic disk represents the first _tep in the invest:-

gatzon of aerospace propulsion turtlne disks. :t _s

61 cm (24 In.) in diameter and has _welve 1.02-cm

(0.40-1n.) diameter bolt holes.

F_gure 2(a) shows the finite element model of the

disk used in these studies. From the ax_symcnetr_c

conditions of th, disk a 15 degree sectlo*" of the disk

is modeled with b2 grid points and 42 elghtnoded

solid elements. Boundary conditions, deflnec _n _erms

of the model's cyllndr_cal coordinates, constra, r, dls-

placement in the circumferential dlrectzon and slow

d_splacement in the radial and axial dlrect_ons. The

disk stresses are a result Of the centrifugal loads

due to d_sk rotation. No thermal loads were _ncluded.

MSC/NASTRAN was used fez the finite element code.

The linear elastic analys_s option, SOL 24, was used

to calculate the stresses. Although th_8 analys_s is

limited to stress levels below the yield point, it can

be used for h_gh cycle fatigue where stresses are



lower end the occurrence of failure le les• determin-

istic end more probabili•tic. However, because the

statistical failure theory is baaed on •ere•• level•

and distribution, the life and r•_iability methc_olo_y

can •leo be adapted for nonlinear •naly•u•.

Table I lists the •••umed isotroplc material pro-

pertl•e used in the analyse•. The probablll•tio

• •pert Of the material •trength i• given in the L,0

life of the material. This L10 life repreeenti the

life in the number of stre•• cycles in which gO per-

cent of the tested coupons survive •t • con•tent maxi-

mum shea_ stress. By using the values of Table I, a

finite •lament stress an•ly•i• we• performed on the

generic disk of Fig, 2(s) at a speed of 12 800 rpm.

Figur• 2(b) •howe the results of the •tress analy-

sis. The maximum shear stress was approximately

275 800 kN/m 2 (40 k•i) at the bolt hole. The failure

probability analysis for each of the model'• elements

was then calculated by using Eq. (7). The results

shown in Fig. 2(c) indicate that the region with the

lowest reliability (i.e., the highest probability of

failure} occurred at, or near, the maximum shear

• tress region st the bolt hole. However, outside this

region the disk had relatively high regions of

survivability.

Figure 3 graphically shows the relation between

life and survivability for the material in Table I at

an assumed weibull elope. For a Welbull •lope of

3.57, 99 percent of the samples survived 6000 cycles,

90 perce_t survived i0 000 cycle•, and i0 percent sur-

vived 20 000 cycles. A _igher value of Weibull slope

would demonstrate leas start•r, with failures occur-

ring oyez a smaller n,;mb•r of stress cycles. A lower

value would show failure• over s broader range of

l;ves and therefore might be indicative of more

u_certai_ty in the material live•.

Figure 4 show• the effect of a disk'• rotational

speed on it• probability of achieving a life of 10 000

sizes• cycles. The speed effect was plotted for en

assumed Weibull •lope of 3.57 and s stress-life expo-

nent of 9. The disk first experienced a maximum •hear

stress of 275 800 kN/m _ (40 k•i) st s speed of

12 800 rpm. This dz•k had a probability of survival

of about 96 percent at this speed, which was higher

than the coupon survival rate of 90 percent at the

same •tress and number of cycles.

The higher probability of survival was due to the

volumetric effects. The 275 800-_N/m 2 (40-ksi) stress

regzon i_ the disk was much smaller than the gage vol-

ume of the coupon. The location of the maximum streb•

in the model occurred st th• elements adjacent to the

bolt hole, at the three o'clock position. Also, the

• trusses in the remaznder of the disk element• were

much lower than 275 800 kN/m _ (40 ksi) and had individ-

ually high survivability. Th•refore, they had hardly

any effect on degrading the dl•k's survivaDzllty. As

a result, the disk •hewed • probability of survival

greater that the coupon L life.

The individual calculated elemental survivabili-

ties can aloe be examined for design optimization.

Regions with low-survivability elements can be reds-

s_gned to zncrease reliability. Simzlarly, regions

containing el•msnti with unnecessarily high Burviva-

billty ten be optzmized through redesign to r•duce

weight.

Figure 5 •how8 the effect of speed on th• cumula-

tive probability of failure (i.e., 1 minus the surviv-

ability) with varying Weibull slopes. This figure

demonstrate• how the distribution of failure as s

function of W•ibull •lope aff•ct• the probabzlity

of survival. All throe curves intersect •t

12 800 r_, with • 4 percent failure (96 percent

survival), because the L life ref•r•flce stres_ of

275 800 kN/m _ (40 ksl) flr•t hippenl It 12 800 rpm.

Above this speed the rate of failure was definitel_

higher with higher Weibull •lope. The 50 percent

failure probability occurred •t 13 100 rpm for a

Welbull •lope of 2, at 13 300 rpe for a leelbull •lope

of 3.57, end at 14 000 rpe for • Weibull elope of 5.

Bel_ 12 800 rpe the value of the Welbull slope had

little effect on survlv•1 probability.

Often, material data will be incomplete, if

available it •II, and designers must use engineering

Judgement in estimating material uncertainties. Where

Welbull pa_aumet•rs are unknown for a rotating disk, it

may be perm/aslble to assume the Welbull slope and the

stress-llfe exponent, in order to determine the disk

speed at which the probability of survival will be

high. From Fig. 5, the osnimate of the Meibull slope

• hould be high for conservative damage by anticipating

a higher failure rate than t_uld probably occur.

Figure 6 show• the effe:t of speed on the cumula-

tive probability of failure with varying stress-life

exponent•. There is not the degree of divergence of

the three curves above 12 800 rpe a• there was with

Weibull slope variations. The same general trend•

hold, higher failure rates witi_ higher stress-life

exponent, but not to the same extent as in Fig. 5.

At high survivability values, the value of the stress-

life exponent had little effect at any given •peed.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Probabilistic material properties expressed in

terms of Weibull parameters were coupled with the

steel• field determined from'MSC/NASTRJ&M finite

element analysis to determine fatigue llfe baled on

crack initiation. This methodology can be applied to

predict the probability of survival of the complete

structural component as well al to identify critical

failure regions of the component. A unique advantage

of this approach is that only coupon fatigue testing

is needed to e•tabliBh the material fatigue parameter•

necessary for full-size componert life and •urvivabzl-

Sty analysis. Thus, this technique can be used in the

_rly design stages to optimize life-baaed designs,

thereby reducing the amount of full-illS component

testing required to validate these designs.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A method for calculating a component's design

survivability that incorI>0rates finite element analy-

sis and probabilistic material properties was devel-

oped. The method evaluates de•_.gn parameters through

direct comparison of component survivability expressed

in term• of Wsibull parameters. The method consider•

the component's total •tress state in the survzvabil-

ity calculatior, e. Critical region• with re•pert to

survivability can be identified for optimlzat_on

purposes: Reliability can De i, proved at low-

survivability regions; and _,)ight can be reduced _n

high-survivability regions. Tee analysis was applxed

to a rotating disk with mounting bolt holes. The

following result• were obtained:

(I) The highest probability of failure for the

disk occurred st, or near, the maximum •hear •ere••

region at the bolt hole.

(2) Distribution of failure ie • functzon of

Weibull slope affected the probability of survival.

For spa•d# that irduced •tres•as above the L _ elf•

:•ference stress, high•r Weibull slope predlcted lower

survival probability. However, the vii'as of the

Welbull slope hid _Ittle eff•ct It any given lpeed at

high probsbillti•• of |urvlvsl.



reliability predictions. For speeds that induced of Rolling Searing," Xngenlore Vetanskape Akadamien-

stresses above the Lz0 Zlfe reference stress, Handlln_ar, No. 196. j

!highor qtroms-lifo ox_x_nonte predicted lower survival

probability. Howtvor, the value of the stress-lifo

exponent had little effect at any given s_d at high

probabilities of survival.

(4) Where Welbull parmseters are unknown for J

rotating disk, it may be pe_Iswible to eseumq Welbull

parmumeters ss well as the stress-life exponent in

order to determine the disk speed st which the

probability of survival will be highest.
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TABLE I. - ASSUMED ISOTROPIC MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Elastic modulus, kN/m: (psi; . . I.IOXI0 _l (16XlO s)

Poiseon's _atio ............... 0.3]

Density, kg/a ) (lb/in. a) ..... 4.61x10 "_ (0.16)

Gage volume, m a (in. 3) ...... 5.74XI0 "6 (0.35)

it0 life, number of cycles ......... 10 000

Shear stress at L c, kN/m: (ks_) . . 275 800 (40)

SREF
v

c

c

I

I

L REF

In (life)

F_ure I .--Element s,J_ability methodology.



(a) Disk finite element model.

_._ _,_o_ _ ,_

(b) Shear stress contours at detail A.
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Figure 3.--Assumed matenal survivability at
275 800 kN/m2 (40 ksi). Welbull slope, 357.

99.9

(C) Probability of survival contours at detail A.

Figure 2.--Disk finite element model anti analysis
results. Nominal disk configuration: ¢lisk diameter,
0 061 -m (24-in.); disk speed, 12 8(30 rpm; twelve
1.02-cm (0.40-in.) diameter bolt holes located on
0.030-m (12-in.) diameter.
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